The reproducibility of the virtual organ computer-aided analysis program for evaluating 3-dimensional power Doppler ultrasonography of diffuse thyroid disorders.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the intra- observer and inter-observer reproducibility of 3-dimensional (3D) power Doppler ultrasonography with the virtual organ computer-aided analysis (VOCAL) program for measuring thyroid volume and vascular indices in patients with diffuse thyroid disorders. Patients with diffuse goiters were examined by 3D ultrasonography from August 2005 to July 2006. The parameters for vascular assessment included the vascularization index (VI), flow index (FI), vascularization-flow index (VFI), and thyroid size, and were obtained using the VOCAL program. This program used plane A and a 30 degrees rotational step. Intra-observer and inter-observer repeatability are presented as intra-class correlation coefficient (intra-CC) and inter-class correlation coefficient (inter-CC), with values >0.70 being acceptable. Sixty-three patients in total were enrolled for this study, including 19 patients with simple goiter and 44 patients with autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD) (23 Graves' disease, 21 Hashimoto's thyroiditis). Thyroid volume and 3 vascular indices showed excellent reproducibility in the AITD group (intra- CC>0.9373 and inter-CC>0.8763) and its subgroups. The VI had excellent consistent reproducibility in the simple goiter group (intra-CC>0.8987 and inter-CC>0.8881), but the other parameters did not. Based on this study, 3D power Doppler ultrasonography with the VOCAL program is a reliable tool for evaluating diffuse thyroid disorders due to an autoimmune process. The VI is the most reliable parameter.